THE    CROSS    OF    PEACE
world calamity could be avoided, because of the intensification
of mechanized and chemical warfare, and the shrinking of
time and distance and the interdependence of nations, and
the horrible menace of aerial bombardment Europe must
disarm down to the necessities of police protection and a
common defence, he said or there would be another explosion
like the last Nations armed to the teeth against each other
would be tempted to use their weapons one day on some pretext
or quarrel Other nations would be dragged m France
would have to fight again The ruin of the last war, not
yet repaired leaving a frightful legacy of death and debt
would be merged into the ruin of the next
My dearest child," he said one evening in the bedroom
of his sister s house in Sussex, let us talk about this quietly for
half an hour I want you to know what I am doing and
thinking I have a deep and humble respect for your intelli-
gence It will be disastrous if we do not agree within limits,
about my most passionate interest and work You see I
become more and more convinced that the only way of escape
for France and Europe is to forget the ancient grudge between
France and Germany, and to encourage French and German
youth to advance along the same road towards a new system
of international law and justice by which differences of opinion
would be brought before a high tribunal whose judgments
would be acknowledged and obeyed It sounds very dull, I
know, perhaps a little fantastic, but, after all, it was the idea
of Briand It is the plan of Herriot A great body of
intelligence in France is moving towards that solution I
am only an insignificant recruit, un petit caporal, in this cam**
paign for peace Henri de Jouvenel, for instance, is one of
the leaders Henri Barbusse is another Romain Holland 3s
a third*
"Traitors all p   cried Yvonne impatiently as she dressed
herself for dinner in an English country house
**Noj no,    he said       That is not true, my dear child
You distress me by your intolerance    And I bore you

